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Corporate Ownership Changes
Council spent a great deal of time
discussing the recent Project
Horizon (sale of LJ Hooker) outcome
as Councillors are very concerned
to protect the interests of Members
in any change of ownership and in
particular the potential impacts on
Member services, brand integrity
and relationship management.
Council noted that the changes to the
ownership of LJ Hooker Limited had now
stabilised with Janusz Hooker and his
associates now controlling the company.

LJ Hooker Foundation
Council is continuing its work in fostering
the development of an LJ Hooker Foundation
to allow the network to move to a more
flexible and focussed charity support model.
Frank Newton’s pioneering work in this area
now appears to be bearing fruit with Council
and Corporate now forming a joint
committee to pursue the development of the
Foundation. Mr Newton has for many years
championed the Hands Across the Water
cause and has developed a range of
relationships that has been key and central
to the momentum the Foundation issue is
now gathering.

Council has been advised that LJ Hooker
real estate offices in Australia and New
Zealand, the LJ Hooker Home Loans
business and LJ Hooker International were
now three independently owned
businesses, albeit still working in a
co-operative manner.

Mr Newton advised Council that he believed
that the structure required to provide life to
the concept is now coming into focus and
that he expects the Foundation to be formed
as a joint venture between Council and
Corporate and this prospect was warmly
received by Council

Whilst Corporate has advised Council that it
will be “business as usual” Council is
seeking clarification as to how these new
relationships will work and in particular the
impacts upon Council members.

Corporate Services
Council is in detailed conversation with
Corporate to ensure that services to
Franchisees is maintained under the new
ownership , as there appears to be evidence
in some areas where this is not the case.

Council looks forward to seeing some long
term stability in the ownership of LJ Hooker
and in particular was pleased to see the
company remain in private ownership and
including links to the firm’s founder.
Council will continue its dialogue with
Corporate and seek appropriate
undertaking to ensure Member interests
are protected.

Cyber Fraud Insurance
John Davis advised that research is well
advanced on a bespoke cover for Council
Members against the massive risks in the
area of cyber fraud. This class of insurance
is not currently well developed and Council
is working hard on developing a strong,
effective and affordable policy that will
protect Members from this expanding and
potentially explosive class of risk.
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New CRM options
Council’s Technology Councillor, Matt Herbert,
reminded Council that all Members should
carefully review the four new platforms
available to offices under the Next Gen strategy
and make a considered decision that suits their
own particular circumstance.
He stressed that the systems had various
features and benefits and therefore a decision
as to which will suit individual offices needs is a
process of each Member to assess. Mr Herbert
stressed that there was no great rush to sign up
to any of the available options but he urged
Members to commence their own assessment
processes.
He advised that it is likely that many offices will
stay with the LJ Hooker Move program, the
downstream system that has evolved out of the
E2 platform as that requires least change and
will provide all the basic and traditional
functions in a cloud-based environment.
Lack of Resources for PIM
Mark Spearing advised the August meeting that
he was very concerned about the apparent
constriction of resourcing for the entire
Property Investment Management activity and
Council has opened dialogue with Corporate
seeking an undertaking for the restoration of all
resourcing for PIM.
New Marketing Consultancy
Council noted the appointment of Holla and
looked forward to more frequent consultancy
sessions such as the group brainstorming held
recently. Shane Colquhoun also advised Council
that he was in discussion with Corporate about
the impact trends of recent marketing
campaigns and would investigate the relevance
of these campaigns on office listing activities
versus the general market.

Referrals between Real Estate and
Home Loans Interests
Scott Cameron reported to Council that a
clear structure has been developed that
offices may adopt to recognise and reward
referrals between the sales and home
loans personnel across the network.
This structure is totally optional and is
designed to allow personnel to adopt a
two-way system to reward both sides of
the business when leads are referred from
real estate to home loans and vice-versa.
Reliability of Auction Data
Council’s Auctions portfolio holder Mario
Bonomi advised that he is in discussion
with Corporate to seek more reliable
auction data that will assist in providing
more appropriate and focussed auction
training.
Mr Bonomi is seeking the development of
more training in this critical area of
activity and greater availability of this
new training as he is concerned our
competitors have more and better auction
training than LJ Hooker.
Public Relations
Penny Higgs advised the meeting that
Corporate is appointing a new
consultant to track on line media
coverage and spoke of the necessity to
carefully track and analyse this activity.
Ms Higgs also provided some detail
around some exciting new PR research
projects that are being developed and
trialled and she looked forward to being
able to further report on these initiatives
at Council’s next meeting.

LJ Hooker Rural
Richie Thornton advised that the new
branding for offices active in the rural sales
space has finally been resolved and that
any offices that were motivated to become
active in rural sales should contact their
Corporate regional manager and open up
discussions about how to use the LJ Hooker
Rural branding.
Financial Modelling
The President, Richie Thornton, advised the
meeting that following a long consultation
process with Corporate it was pleasing to
note that a new office financial model was
being rolled out that more accurately
reflected the contemporary costs of
employing sale staff.
He stressed the need for offices to know the
real costs of employing sales personnel and
for Corporate’s financial modelling to better
reflect the real incremental costs of sales
staff.
Real Satisfied System
A number of Committee members advised
the meeting their feedback from the Real
Satisfied system has been most
encouraging to date and encouraged all
Members to adopt the program as a very
effective means of tracking customer
satisfaction.
Vice President John Davis advised the
meeting that two thirds of buyers select
their preferred agent based upon a direct
referral from family and friends, or from
having dealt with the office or agent before.
He said this highlighted the need to track
the customer experience of every buyer
and seller and the new Real Satisfied
system provided a very efficient and
reliable means of tracking key indicators.

Council Memberships
Council has just completed its membership
renewal program via the July Franchise
Return and was very pleased with the initial
response. Councillor in charge of this
program, Penny Higgs, said the early
results were excellent however there were a
small number of offices that appeared to
miss the renewal opportunity via the
Franchise Return and she confirmed each
Committee member would now be
contacting those offices in their areas to
discuss their Council membership plans.

During times of change, such as we
are currently seeing at Corporate level, it
is even more important for franchisees
to support Council and demonstrate
unity and solidarity with their peers. Ms
Higgs reminded all Members that the “13
months for 12” offer with the Coverforce
Professional Indemnity policy more than
offsets the modest cost of Council
membership.

Contact your local Councilor with any issues or
suggestions you might have to progress our
mutual interests - the Committee actively seeks
members input into its activities and we
encourage your participation. The members are
the engine room, so GET INVOLVED!
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